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n the ground floor of Showcase
Gallery, playful stone sculptures
encircle the room. Zimbabwean artist
Dominic Benhura’s figures, all female,
swing each other up into mid-air,
hold hands and frolic, as if readying
themselves for a game of RingAround-the-Rosie. The figures’ dresses
are polished to a deep ebony, patterned
with inlays in contrasting white triangles or
squares. Where the artist cuts into the iron-rich
stone, it is a greyish color, the texture uneven to
represent natural African hair. The internationally
acclaimed artist, an orphan from a rural village, is
a role model for aspiring sculptors in Zimbabwe.
Dubai buyers have snapped up his work – to
place outside in the garden, or indoors, infusing
the interior with the spirit of play. Benhura’s
popularity has extended to Unicef this year,
which has featured the same works for their
2014 calendar, one for every month.
Zimbabwe is still trying to recover from the
hyperinflation that has weakened the economy
for over a decade. Its people have found a way to
survive during periods when there was no food
on the shelves of grocery stores, and no currency
with which to buy what little food was available.
For a time, the black market and improvised
bartering systems reigned. People carried giant
sacks full of money to purchase a loaf of bread.
Robert Mugabe has been in power for 33 years
and counting, but Zimbabweans have a special
brand of perseverance. There’s even a Shona
word for it: tashinga.
Fungai Machirori, founder of the website ‘Her
Zimbabwe’, explains how tashinga translates
into real life: “If there wasn’t our staple food,
Daryl Nero’s Ibo
Mozambique

Part of Hendrik
Stroebel’s Turquoise
Journey series

which is maize meal, then you would have to find
someone who lives in a rural area who grows
their own maize. And then if you’re with someone
who has a grainery, from there you have to find
some uncle or friend who’s got a truck who just
happens to be coming your way, and if the main
route is not going the right way, you make a new
route. And then if that route doesn’t go, make
another one.”
Fellow Zimbabwean Sharon Harvey is the owner
of Showcase Gallery located in Al Serkal Avenue
in Al Quoz. She exhibits mainly African artists

OTHER ARTISTS FROM
AFRICA WHO HAVE
EXHIBITED IN SHOWCASE:
DARYL NERO: originally from South Africa,
he fell in love with Zimbabwe’s rural beauty
and lived happily on a farm in Raffingora until
2002 when he moved to Harare where he
lives and works.
SIMON BACK: an abstract painter born
in Zimbabwe in 1966 whose work evokes
a relationship between humans and their
landscapes.
ANDREW VERSTER: one of South
Africa’s most prolific and highly respected
artists, deals with the ancient practice of
body marking which includes tattooing,
scarification and painting, and expresses
an interest in the collective unconscious,
dreams, symbols and their meanings.
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alongside Middle Eastern artists, creating a synergy
between the two. Much of the art she selects
reflects a positivity and zest for life, despite the dire
living conditions many of the artists endure. Food
shortages and bartering are only the tip of the
iceberg in a country where opposition supporters
are rounded up, tortured and often killed. And yet
their work reflects the same tashinga that website
founder Machirori so aptly describes.
Born and raised in Harare where her parents
still live, gallery owner Sharon Harvey spends at
least one month at home each year. It’s the kind
of intimate city where it is possible to personally
know many of the working artists in town. Based
on her understanding of what appeals to the
Dubai art market, as well as personal relationships
with artists nurtured over the span of her life,
she provides a much-needed outlet in the Middle
East for artists who have very limited options
in Zimbabwe to expose their work to a larger
audience.
Her affinity for the region attracted Victor
Sitali, a young deaf painter from Zambia. “A voice
can be heard not only by sound, but through
the work of hands,” is his tagline. When his
father’s job moved the family from Lusaka to
Dubai, he found his way to Mawaheb in 2011, an
art studio for adults with special needs. Under
the expertise of founder Wemmy de Maaker
and mentorship of Gulshan Kavarana, his talent
for colour and form was immediately noticed.
A third mentor, well-known UK artist Trevor
Waugh, offered to teach Victor oil painting, and
arranged an apprenticeship for him in London.
At the age of 22, Sitali has already held a solo
exhibition in Dubai and is the subject of the short

ABOVE: Victor
Sitali and his
portrait of
Frida Kahlo
TOP LEFT:
Simon Back’s
Boat
BOTTOM
LEFT: Dominic
Benhura’s
playful figures
at Showcase
Gallery

documentary ‘Silent Art’. Upstairs in Showcase
Gallery, a portrait of Frida Kahlo painted by
Sitali sits on an antique chest. The square metre
canvas shows a three-quarter view of the
Mexican icon. She looks down, her hand holding
her cheek, deep in thought, while a colourful
headdress of fruit and leaves contrasts with her
mood. Victor’s brush strokes are dry and skate
across the surface, bringing the curves of her
jacket and the sweep of her arm into motion.
His loose brushwork, varied in texture, was so
compelling to me that it was the impetus for
finding out more about the artist and the gallery
that represents him.
Harvey prides her gallery on showing art that
gives viewers an ‘immediate connection’, much
like I experienced with Sitali’s painting of Frida
Kahlo. Harvey believes buyers should select what
brings them ‘some kind of happiness’, as opposed
to being a status symbol bought primarily as an
investment. What binds the various artists who
exhibit at Showcase Gallery might be hard to
name by those unfamiliar with the sub-Saharan
region, but to Machirori, this kind of resilience ‘is
our trademark’.
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